Create your own unique look for any living space

615 Dunwoody Road, Williamsport, PA 17701

Email us! sales@piercedtin.com
Call us! 570-478-4127 (Mon-Fri 9-5 EST)
Fax us! 570-478-2007 (24 hours a day!)
Our website: www.piercedtin.com
Shop: www.piercedtin.com/cscart
Custom sizing and designs of pierced metal panels is our specialty. The founder and artist of over 40 years developed most of our designs, many exclusive to Country Accents®. As designers and makers of museum quality panels, we often match designs and finishes of “old,” and almost forgotten, punched tin panels.

Our specialties include:

- ability to create unusual pieces and artistic designs
- will design to suit
- widest choice of metal finishes
- historically accurate
- ability to fulfill complex or large orders

For any style and any living space, create it in your own way.

Traditional, modern, geometric.

Whatever your style!

We can even create custom sizes and custom designs for you!
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Harvest Wheat

RP-1176                  10 x 14
14 x 10
12 x 24
shown: 13 x 20

RP-1176 H                22 x 12

RP-1176 AT Custom Arch Border

RPS-1176-A 10 1/2 x 25 1/2
RPS-1176-A 12 1/2 x 18 1/2
RPS-1176-A 7 1/2 x 19 1/2
RPS-1176-A 10 1/2 x 25 1/2

RP-1176 Customized

RP-1169                shown: 14 x 18
10 x 14
12 x 24
14 x 10

RP-1169 Customized (sold unframed)

RPS-1176-A 10 1/2 x 10 1/2
RPS-1176-A 7 1/2 x 19 7/8

RP-1250                12 x 12, 10 x 10
(sold unframed)

RP-1250 AT

Norm Abrams 11 7/8 x 10 3/4
RPS-1176-A 10 1/2 x 10 1/2
RPS-1176-A 7 1/2 x 19 7/8
RPS-1176-A 10 1/2 x 25 1/2

RP-1176-A Many various sizes available!
Wheat Flowers

Combining images...

Many times, we are requested to combine images from one design with another, creating a unique panel!

At left, panel RP-1286 features:
- Wheat from RP-1169,
- wheat flowers from RP-1042,
- and Custom Border B004!

Please note:
All Wheat Flower Designs are available in left facing, right facing or straight. Please specify quantity of each when ordering.

Personalize your panels with your very own initial!
Fanciful Fruit

Any of our fruit designs can be customized into a valance!

Fresh baked comfort…

Cherry Blossoms

Cherries

Peach Blossoms

Peach

Plum Blossoms

Plum

Apples…

Cherries…

Peaches…

Plums…

RP-1234-A (same sizes as above)

RP-1234-B (same sizes as above)

RP-1234-C (same sizes as above)

RP-1234-D (same sizes as above)

Apples…

14 x 10

12 x 10, 10 x 10, 10 x 14

RP-1234

Cherries…

Peaches…

Plums…

RP-1259-A 11 x 26

featuring Apple Blossoms & Apples (sold unframed)

RP-1240 shown: 14 x 10 12 x 10

RP-1240-A shown: 14 x 10 12 x 10

RP-1125 shown: 10 x 14 12 x 24

RP-1097 36 x 8

Any of our fruit designs can be customized into a valance!
Welcoming Pineapples...
Ornamental Designs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Muddler Minnow</td>
<td>16 x 10</td>
<td>RP-1283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malamute</td>
<td>12 x 12</td>
<td>RP-1284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chickadees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customized</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owl Custom</td>
<td>12 x 24</td>
<td>RP-1285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owl Custom</td>
<td></td>
<td>RP-1286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owl Custom</td>
<td></td>
<td>RP-1287</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examples of “Fancy” Custom Designs**

Many designs throughout the catalog can be used horizontally or vertically.
Early Pie Safe Motifs

These familiar pierced tin designs are based on some of the earliest examples of the craft found in many private and museum collections. These motifs should be used where unquestioned authenticity is required.

The circle, quarter circle, and half circle, as well as the diamond motifs were very common to pierced metal during the early years of this country’s settlement. Found on both Revere-type lanterns and food safe panels, this design, both alone and in combination, lends an air of authenticity to today’s applications.
This circa 1730 house* displays panels made for the kitchen cabinets highlighting styles RP-1107A (Cathedral Window), RP-1003 (Cut Diamond), and RP-1057 (Sunburst).

*Featured in Country Living magazine, March 1985
Many designs throughout the catalog can be used horizontally or vertically.

Pie safe features RP-1046
These samples of RP-1017 illustrate how a geometric pattern may appear in repeated form, overlapping - separate images or even add a border.
Timeless Treasures

Many designs throughout the catalog can be used horizontally or vertically.
Pure and Simple

RP-1070 14 x 10
RP-1065 10 x 14
RP-1201 10 x 14
RP-1064 10 x 14
RP-1067 14 x 10
RP-1006A 14 x 10
RP-1006B 10 x 10
RP-1006 8 x 16
RP-1147 12 x 32
RP-1148 14 x 10
RP-1149 9 x 9
RP-1224 10 x 10
RP-1225 10 x 10
RP-1226 10 x 10
RP-1227 10 x 10
RP-1068 14 x 10
RP-1069 14 x 10
RP-1071 10 x 14
RP-1151 9 x 9
RP-1226 10 x 10
RP-1227 10 x 10

Custom Small Brass Star
Inspired by the beauty of old-fashioned pressed and etched glassware, these designs are as at home with the Victorian as with the more contemporary, where a look and feel of pure tradition is desired.

Many patterns can be adapted for most major manufacturers’ refrigerators. See page 34 – 35 for more appliance adaptations!
Our designs have been used for headboards, framed artwork, back splashes, room dividers – as many uses as your own creativity!
Large cherry armoire featuring RP-1249 "Fleur Jardin".

Mountain Scene

RP-1251 14 x 28 (sold unframed)

RP-1255 16 x 30 (sold unframed)

RP-1252 14 x 26 (sold unframed)

RP-1253 14 x 26 (sold unframed)

Mountain Scene
NOTE: When ordering any design on panels with arched tops, please include a tracing of the arch with your order for the proper placement of the design.

Standard size 10 x 20 is with squared top not rounded unless template is provided.
Tin plate finish panels add charm to this country kitchen with coordinating designs: RPA-2002, RP-1158 and RP-1159.

Featured with style RP-1137.

A fresh mix of floral designs in cabinets featuring style RP-1136!

Perched on his branch of wild berries, our “Raven in Oval”, RP-1166, appeared in “Better Homes and Gardens” magazine in August 1992. Panel size as shown: 10” x 14”. Also available 12” x 24”

Choose your finish...

The very best in country tradition can be uniquely your own. Add the nostalgic allure of heirloom pierced tin, copper, or brass to your home.

Style RP-1167 warms a cozy corner. Featured panels are 14” x 18”.

Stags leap and trees sway with the breeze in our RP-1024.
This cabinet used to store a cold winter’s fare is brightened with RP-1046.

Mix and match designs...

Atmosphere...

From plain to appealing in moments! Change the character of your decorating scheme as easily as 1, 2, 3. Turn an unused piece of furniture into the focal point of a room simply by adding pierced metal panels. Kitchen cabinets utilizing panels on just one or two doors can quickly transform a room. High-quality, pierced metal panels from Pierced Tin Designs Ltd. can easily fit into home design motifs ranging from traditional to primitive, from country to Southwest, and all the styles in between.

A breadbox features style RP-1108.

Bear & Wolf scene. RP1292-A, RP1293

Moose & Buck RP1290, RP1289, with RP1129 corners.
Panel style RP-1146 is brilliant in beautiful warm tones of a brass finish!


Available panel sizes are: 18" x 24" and 20" x 30".

Feel proud to call America your Home! Style RP-1272 (28" x 19", sold unframed) exemplifies your National Unity and Patriotism!
The Marigold, RP-1005, graces this simple but elegant buffet.

A flea market find is enhanced with panels in style RP-1107.

False grained and painted hanging cupboard highlights RP-1243 “Lace” (orig. Shenandoah Valley, no date).

Several years ago we were invited to closely study the extensive pierced metal collection at this unique museum which contains the life-long collections of Henry Chapman Mercer, renowned inventor and ceramicist. We were requested to adapt some of the most noteworthy designs to today’s use both in do-it-yourself kits sold in the museum shop and for reproduction panels.
Fanciful Folk Art

- RP-1022/R 9 x 12
  shown: 10 x 14
  13 x 20
  12 x 24

- RP-1023 9 x 12
  shown: 10 x 14
  13 x 20
  12 x 24

- RP-1043/R 12 x 18
  shown: 14 x 20

- RP-1106/L 14 x 14
  shown: 14 x 10
  18 x 14

- RP-1021/R 14 x 10
  Example of L/R

- RP-1021 14 x 10

- RP-1072/R 10 x 10

- RP-1021 Example of L/R

- RP-1099 31 x 9
and Mini Folk Art Favorites

RP-1022/L 8 x 28
RP-1023 8 x 28
RP-1022/R 8 x 28
RP-1144 14 x 10
16 x 10
RP-1143 12 x 20
RP-1143 12 x 32
RP-1190 7 x 7
RP-1189 6 x 6
RP-1188 6 x 6
RP-1168 13 x 20
RP-1092 10 x 10
RP-1090 36 x 8
RP-1032 10 x 18
shown: 12 x 24
RP-1030 10 x 14
shown: 12 x 24
RP-1030 9 x 24
shown: 12 x 24
RP-1092 10 x 10
RP-1032 10 x 18
shown: 12 x 24
Select two patterns to mix-and-match in your own cabinetry for a style of your own!
Dutch Plate Designs

Based on designs found on the charming salt glaze pottery from American and Western European folk art sources.

Celtic Turtle
10 x 14

Celtic Cross
12 x 20

Framed Quilt
24 x 24

More Customized Designs

Many designs throughout the catalog can be used horizontally or vertically.
These pierced metal designs were inspired by the fanciful patterns found on antique wooden and ceramic buttermolds taken both from our own collection and from many of those displayed at the Mercer Museum in Doylestown, PA. (Courtesy Bucks County Historical Society)

*Please note: In our 10 x 10 size, no corner motifs are used.
Buttermolds

Cabinet features style RP-1162/L&R.

Country Sampler

Featuring Style RP-1133
Animals & such...

RP-1085/R 14 x 10
RP-1094/R 14 x 10
RP-1062 12 x 16, 12 x 24, 14 x 22
RP-1061 10 x 14 12 x 16, 12 x 24, 14 x 22
RP-1025/R 14 x 10
RP-1094/R 14 x 10
RP-1085/R 14 x 10
RP1299 10 x 10
RP1298 10 x 10
RP1297 12 x 10
RP1302 10 x 10
RP1301 10 x 10
RP1295 12 x 12
RP1296 10 x 10
TURKEY 8 x 10
HORSE 1
HORSE 2
PIG 2
"BABE" Custom
Examples of Custom Scenes

We can do custom lettering...
Choose your font and your est. date, wedding, and etc.
A wide selection of designs featured in a fresh perspective — to brighten the fronts of dishwashers and refrigerators.

The letters “RPA” refer to adaptations of our Ready Punch line for appliance fronts. Please order appliance fronts by RPA number, noting size and finish desired.

See how these award winning designs can be adapted by us to fit your size requirements.

Panels are made to your size specifications within these limits. Other patterns and sizes are also available as custom pierced panels. Please contact our friendly custom service representative for a quote.

Due to the varying sizes encountered between appliance manufacturers, there will be variations in the design configurations based on size of tin and proportion of the design. All appliance panels will need to be quoted. Please supply us with the overall sizes required for a quotation.

Size limits on tin available, the need for molding, rails and/or stiles may be necessary for refrigerator applications.

Adapt our panels for your appliance front
Ideas are endless...

All appliance panels should be treated with a polyurethane prior to installation to prevent discolorations from exposure to food substances.
Custom Lettering - Personalizing Your Panels
Customize your panels with Border Designs!

This collection of special borders enable you to further individualize your choice of panels. *It's easy to order!*

Just select your panel design from the **Ready Punch™** collection and choose a border from any of those pictured. Give us your dimensions and choice of metal finish and for a small extra charge we will personalize your panels with the border design of your choice. Please be specific by using the name and number of the border and basic pattern desired. Prices for special borders must be figured by us, so just contact our friendly customer service representative for a price.

Although closeups of these borders show many in oval or rectangular applications, they can just as easily be accomplished in squares or circles.

Please note border by the “B” number code, i.e. B-006. Don’t forget to give us the RP number of the basic panel designs as well!

OR you can choose a border shown on any of our designs pictured in our catalog.
Front Mounting Self-Edged Panels for a short cut to style!

Use self-edged pierced metal panels to make installation a snap!

Redecorate your cabinetry, as we did here with a few splashes of paint and easy-to-apply pierced metal panels. These panels were installed using our exclusive self-edging technique of folding or applying special edges to the unfinished panel and then simply tacking through the holes in the border design onto the existing door. This technique of surface mounting is great for both new cabinets or older ones, as well! The pictured cabinets had plain flush doors, but this type of panel can be used on many different types of doors making the use of molding to secure the panels unnecessary.

Please note we no longer make oval drawer fronts - rectangles only.

Samples of the edging technique are pictured below. IT’S SIMPLE TO ORDER! Just decide which of the edges would fit your needs (check page 41 on installation techniques to determine which type door is most like your own).

Then when ordering your finished panels, tell us which of the edges you wish to have and we will figure the extra charges for you. Special edges are available on finished panels only. Pricing for self-edged panels is determined by the size of the finished metal and is nominal compared to the cost of using molding.

Cabinets featuring RP-1042 with Folded Edge.

Please note: Folded edge panels are ± 1/16” in any given size due to the fact that the metal “stretches” when this edging is applied. Therefore folded edges are not recommended for “fitting in” to a space. Folded edge panels should be reserved for surface mounting only.

Our exclusive drawer front panels.

A new and different way to refurbish a piece of furniture. Drawer front panel patterns are chosen by us to relate to the panels we make for your cabinet doors. These small self-edged panels are tacked onto the outside of the drawers just as simply as the self-edged panels are installed. With the drawer fronts you have a choice of folded or beveled edges, depending if it’s surface or inset area.

As a rule of thumb: Overall size of the metal on the drawer fronts should be a minimum of ⅛” smaller than the drawer itself, thereby simplifying measuring for these small panels. Due to the custom nature of these applications, there are no standard prices for these edging techniques and drawer fronts. Please call our friendly customer service representative for a quote.

Self-edged small panels are pierced to match your cabinet panels (please let us choose a coordinating design). Can be easily tacked onto drawer fronts. Drawer handles are attached on top of the metal panels.
Ordering Information
(Custom and Standard Sizes)

Illustrations:
A - Overall Width
B - Overall Height
C - Exposed Width
D - Exposed Height

To order STANDARD size panels, include the following information when placing your order:
• Ready Punch™ catalog number (i.e., RP-2020)
• Select price from appropriate column

To order RPF Refrigerator/Freezer Front Panels, please provide the following information:
• Pattern (RPA) number or any RP number
• Name of finish

For your protection, orders for CUSTOM PANELS must be placed IN WRITING through fax, email or standard mail. See instructions on how to order standard sizes.

Frequently asked questions:

Should I have my panel rough or smooth side out? Old pie safes and Revere lanterns had the rough side out for practical reasons. The rough edges would prevent flying insects from entering the food safes and kept out dust as well. In the case of lanterns, the rough edges kept strands of hay and dust from entering the candle lantern and igniting when the farmers took the lantern out to the barn. While the more traditional and primitive patterns look lovely with the rough side out, there is no hard and fast rule concerning this — today it is just a matter of taste.

Won’t the rough edges cut if you run your hands over them? We use special lampmaker’s tools that do not leave as rough an edge as would be left if an awl or screwdriver was used to pierce the metal.

Why are some finishes only available as finishing panels? Over the years we have experimented with many different compounds which give an aged patina to the different types of metal we sell. Many of the unusual finishes we have developed are applied after the piercing is completed, therefore some are unavailable blank.

You stamp these designs out with a machine, don’t you? Although toward the end of the last century there were a number of companies producing pierced metal panels in this fashion, we have committed ourselves from the outset to the phrase HANDMADE IN AMERICA. Every panel we complete is the product of many hours of hand drawing, piercing and finishing. We never have and never will use machines to pierce these panels. One hole at a time.

Can we come to visit your shop? Since our inception late in the ’70s, we have at times had a small gallery where folks could visit. But after moving here to the mountains of north central Pennsylvania in 1987, we decided to maintain our business as strictly a ship out order firm.

Our work has been greatly honored to have appeared in these fine publications:
- Time Warner’s “Shaker Furniture”
- Wood Magazine
- Country Living Magazine
- Woman’s Day
- Country Decorating Ideas
- Country Handcrafts
- Early American Life
- Country Wood Projects
- Woodworker’s Journal
- as well as mention in:
  - Better Homes and Gardens
  - Good Housekeeping
  - Crafts
  - ABC Home Show

Norm Abrahm’s New Yankee Workshop.

We are proud that our products meet the high standards requisite for inclusion in these wonderful sources and we sincerely appreciate the affirmation of our work.
Mounting Instructions

Place door on firm padded surface to prevent scratches. Place metal panel onto the door. Position, using weights to flatten the bow and start tacking by piercing holes (if not prepunched). Start in the center and follow through on all four sides, alternately placing tacks on top, bottom and sides 1½” - 2” apart.

For installation of Ready Punch® Appliance Panels:
Follow manufacturers’ instruction.

Front-Mounted Panels

Flush door application is the same as for raised panel doors. Cover the desired area and finish off with molding. In the case of metal doors, panels are held in place using sheet metal screws instead of tack or brads. A few of the types of moldings that can be used to hold panels in place would be shoe, stop, screen, cap, cove, half-round, Mullion, etc. Surface mounting the tin and finishing off with molding coordinated to doors not only holds the tin in place but adds a decorative appearance. When applying panels to old, worn-out doors on kitchen cabinets, be sure new finish (paint or stain) has been applied before installing new panels.

Rear-Mounted Panels

Panels are attached to the inside frame of rabbeted doors as follows: use strips of wood molding behind the panels and tack into place all around to secure. On very small openings, glazier’s points may be used in lieu of molding. On unrabbeted doors, panels can be attached to the back of the frame using tacks to secure.

Self-Edged Panels

Self-edged panels are easily mounted with the use of #18 brads.

There are no hard-and-fast rules about how much of the door should be covered with the metal panel. It is a matter of taste and/or necessity. Door and drawer handles can be placed either on the metal panels or kept on the exposed part of the door.

Care of Your Finished Panels

To clean panels merely wipe with a soft, dry cloth. Should it become necessary to use a liquid cleaner, use only a mild, non-abrasive detergent diluted in water and wipe dry immediately. Never use waxes, polishes or abrasive cleansers on panels as they may damage the protective coating. With proper care, your panels should keep their original appearance indefinitely.

These metals are industrial materials that are used for craft and decorative purposes. Occasional minor defects are a result of mill handling and are unavoidable. While every attempt is made to present the “best side forward,” there may be some visible faults. Many find this adds interest and character to the work.

We thank you for your order and we are gratified by the confidence it reflects in our work. We have a firm commitment to quality and we will complete your order with care, keeping your satisfaction in mind.

While no guarantee is expressed or implied concerning durability of protective finishes on these panels, by taking care that the panels do not come in contact with substances which may mar the finish such as furniture waxes and polishes, abrasives, corrosives, etc., your panels should retain their original appearance indefinitely.
**Custom Sizes - No Problem!**

Don’t be concerned if the panels you need don’t fit into the “standard” sizes noted in the price list. Here’s what to do — telephone, write or email us indicating the quantity of panels of each size you need, the particular metal finish and RP pattern number.

**Custom Designs - No Problem!**

If none of our patterns suit your desire, either make us a sketch of what you’d like to have or send examples, such as pieces of wallpaper, pictures of floor tiles or a sketch you’ve made. We’ll determine feasibility and get back to you shortly with a price.

If you have a whole kitchen project, it might be a good idea to give us a layout sketch (this can be just a rough idea of cabinet layout, no artistic ability necessary) to help us make the proper panels for your individual needs.

If you write, please provide contact information, email and telephone number to speed our reply on it’s way back to you.

When ordering panels with arched tops, please enclose an exact tracing of the arch — they’re all different!

---

**Order sample swatches of our finishes...**

While the samples pictured here are excellent representations of the actual metal, photography has its limits. Therefore, we suggest you order our sample pack of “mini panels,* one of each of our exclusive finishes with a small pierced design, similar to the larger completed panel. This allows the opportunity to “live with them” for a while to make certain you have chosen the metal that’s just right for your environment. Not only can you see how the color will work for you, but you can sample the quality of our workmanship as well. Swatches are indispensable when matching colors on old panels or choosing the proper finish for that new project!

---

* When ordering rusted tin please note that there may be occasional slight differences in the amount of rusting on any given batch. We reserve the right to make your rusted tin panels in the stock that we have at the time you place your order. Therefore, sometimes an order for rusted metal will exhibit more or less rust than another. Rusting is a naturally occurring process which we accomplish under controlled circumstances. While every attempt is made to present the “best side forward” there may be some differences or visible faults. When an order is placed for a number of rusted tin panels to be used together, every effort will be made to assure that the overall rusting will be as close as possible in shading to effect a pleasing match.
Just a sampling of our custom designs for previous customers...

Beautiful, Timeless Finishes

Photography and printing can only show concept of choices. When in question of true color, please order a sample or two of your choice to be sure you are getting what you desire.
Define your space with a dramatic focal point!

Shown is our RP-1261, 16” x 32” (sold unframed)